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Supply Chain Compliance: Why is it
Relevant to Your Business?

Why is Supply Chain Compliance Important?

Business of Fashion

Harvard Business Review

The Guardian

Independent

"It takes 20
years to build
a reputation
and five
minutes to lose
it. If you think
about that, you
will do things
differently.“
- Warren Buffet

Shifting Risk Environment
ESG

Risk
Anti-bribery and corruption

Environment

n

Inflated remuneration
Entertainment
n Grants/Donations
n Meals/Gifts
n Speaker arrangements

n

n

n
n
n

Emerging regulation
Investor pressure

Sustainability
Manufacturing standards
n Climate change
n Circular economies

Regulatory

Social

n

Promotion practices
Advisory boards
n Product quality and
safety standards

n

n

n

Contractual requirements
Litigation
n NGO pressure
n
n

Human rights
Labour rights
n Health and safety
n Data privacy
n Product safety

Sanctions

Governance

n

High risk jurisdictions
Trade restrictions
n Designated persons

n

n

n

Corporate governance
Business ethics
n Leadership
n Culture

Current ESG Regulatory
Frameworks

Examples of Current EU/UK ESG Regulations

2006

s.172 UK
Companies
Act

EU Timber
Regulation

EU NonFinancial
Reporting
Directive

2010

2014

EU Conflict
Minerals
Regulation
2015

2017

UK Modern
Slavery Act

French
Duty of
Vigilance Law

2017

2017

2021

Dutch Child German Supply
Labour Due
Chain Due
Diligence Law Diligence Law

US ESG Regulations
Emerging Patchwork of State and Federal Regulation
US Trafficking Victim
Protections Act

California Business &
Professions Code
section 17200

19 USC 1307 – Goods
made with forced and/or
indentured labor

Financial Factors In
Selecting Plan
Investments Rule

SEC Rules

State-level packaging
and plastics, chemical
content laws

Regulatory Trends and
Developments

Mandatory Supply Chain Due Diligence
EU Proposal on Mandatory Human Rights and Environmental Supply
Chain Due Diligence
EC initiative to introduce in Q4 2021 EU legislation on a mandatory sustainability
(e.g., climate change, environmental, human rights) supply chain due diligence
duty for companies
n
n
n
n
n

Concrete obligations?
Sanctions / penalties for noncompliance?
Civil / criminal liability for companies /
directors?
Access to justice for victims?
Enforcement by the relevant authorities?

n

n
n

Scope - applies to businesses
regardless of size, sector or type of
incorporation?
Defence for companies where
reasonable due diligence undertaken?
Broad definition of human rights and
environmental damage?

European Commission consultation closed on 8 February 2021:
https://ec.europa.eu/info/law/better-regulation/have-your-say/initiatives/12548Sustainable-corporate-governance

Forced Labour and Modern Slavery
UK and EU Developments to Help Combat Forced Labour in
Supply Chains
Proposed changes to the UK Modern Slavery Act.
n

Key changes: fines for companies that fail to publish an annual modern slavery
statement?

New EU forced labour guidelines – in June 2021 non-binding guidance published on due
diligence for EU businesses to address the risk of forced labour in their operations and
supply chains.
n

Specific recommendations on the due diligence process, including consideration of key
‘red flags’.

n

Remediation measures: disengage with suppliers/partners or stay engaged?

Proposed ban on the import of products made with forced labour into the EU –
September 2021.

Further EU and UK Regulatory Developments
Focus on Reporting and New Sustainability Regulations
Non-Financial Reporting Directive – requires large public interest companies to report on the
way they operate and manage social and environmental challenges.
n

April 2021 - EC adopted a proposal for a Corporate Sustainability Reporting Directive
which would amend the existing reporting requirements and extend the scope to all large
companies and all companies listed on regulated markets.

Proposed new Sustainable Batteries Regulation, with mandatory requirements for all
batteries placed on the EU market to promote sustainability, traceability and circularity
throughout a battery's life cycle, including mandatory due diligence requirements for raw
materials used in industrial and electrical vehicle batteries.
UK to introduce Forest Risk Commodities ("FRCs") regulations through the Environmental
Bill and more detailed secondary legislation, to prohibit FRCs connected with illegal
deforestation and require businesses to conduct robust due diligence.

Trends under the Biden Administration
Climate Change, Disclosure, Product Regulation and Litigation
Climate Change – Biden rejoined the Paris Accords, requiring all agencies to review (and rereview) regulations with climate change in mind, and backing it up with the buying power of
the Executive Branch; attempting to imbue all policy decisions with climate considerations,
e.g., infrastructure plan; focus on environmental justice
Climate and ESG Disclosures – SEC considering rules that will focus on creating uniform,
consistent and reliable disclosures
Circular economy and chemical content – states going their own way on plastics and
packaging, targeting chemical content of products; TSCA has teeth at federal level
Litigation risk remains a key driver to strengthening ESG compliance and ensuring supply
chains and products match

SEC Disclosure – Climate Change and Beyond
Climate Change Disclosure Rulemaking
Chair Gensler in July 2021 gave insight into what he has asked the SEC staff to consider in
crafting climate change disclosures and what they might look like:
n
n
n
n
n
n

Consistent and comparable;
"decision-useful" – sufficient detail for investors to gain helpful information; not generic text;
include both qualitative (e.g., how company leadership manages risk) and quantitative information (e.g.,
metrics related to GHG emissions, progress toward goals) about climate;
recommend how companies should disclose their Scope 1 and Scope 2 emissions, along with whether
to disclose Scope 3 emissions — and if so, how and under what circumstances
consider industry specific metrics or recommendations; and
providing more detail on scenarios and transition risks and generally supporting claimed goals or targets.

Further, Gensler touched on ESG claims made by funds, in particular and how he is directing
SEC staff to "consider recommendations about whether fund managers should disclose the
criteria and underlying data they use" in making investment decisions, so that their investors
in turn can track whether the funds are meeting their "green" or "sustainable" goals.

Regulatory Trends and Developments
States as Laboratories
Until there is a national effort, we will continue to see most ESG-related policies, especially
those impacting consumer products emerging at the state level
n

chemical content, labeling and disclosure regulations

n

single-use plastic bans / plastic packaging recyclability

n

extended producer responsibility programs for electronics

n

extended producer responsibility programs for plastic packaging

n

plastic taxes and composition requirements

n

supply chain disclosure and transparency requirements

n

child labor

Federal regulations to be mindful of – TSCA; EPA moving forward with regulating articles,
i.e., products not just chemicals; near catastrophic rulemaking on PBTs

Litigation Risk > Limited or Absent Regulation
Litigation focused on ESG-related statements and responsible sourcing claims may become
a growth industry
n

Consistent focus on human rights and labor issues

n

Responsible sourcing – pushing farther up the chain

n

Looking beyond product packaging to CSR reports and collateral marketing materials

Policymaking through litigation
n

Business model – change how companies do business by alleging discrepancies in its
CSR statements and publicly available environmental data

n

Issue – change how an industry makes / packages products by challenging top
companies' claims about attributes

Best Practices

Application of Shifting Risks Across Industries
n
n

n
n

n
n

n

n

n

Mining labour and site destruction
Community impacts of energy use

Fast fashion
labour conditions
Raw material
labour conditions
(cotton)
Sustainable
materials
Ethical materials
(fur, leather)

Patient data
tracking and
resale
Service access
decisions
(insurance/
treatment)
Ethical testing
and patient
welfare

n

n

n
n
n

n
n

Crops – forced labour, deforestation
and environmental impacts
Third party supply chain risks

n

Ethical
investment and
shareholder
capitalism
Access to
banking services
as electronic
payment rises

Components
and minerals
Service access
Content
moderation –
freedom of
expression and
political impacts
Data misuse

Compliance Best Practices
Hallmarks of an Effective ESG Programme
Tone at the Top

Risk Assessments
Policies, Program
and Procedure

Risk-Based
Due Diligence Program

Training
Auditing, Monitoring
and Remediation

n
n

Code of Conduct
Human Rights Statement

n
n

Assess key ESG risks in supply chain
Ensure there is a process to identify which ESG issues are important
and who is responsible for them

n

Ensure your key compliance policies and procedures account for ESG
issues

Conduct thorough background checks on prospective partners
Develop a plan for monitoring ongoing operations to hold actors
accountable
n Require suppliers to acknowledge company's ESG compliance policies
before business engagement, and periodically thereafter
n
n

n

Evaluate and develop appropriate training program for employees and
suppliers

n
n

Audit and monitor suppliers
Consider adopting a tiered approach that reflects the importance of the
supplier and risk factors

How to Conduct Supply Chain Due Diligence
ESG DD is not dissimilar to other DD exercises e.g. Corporate DD. However, while
Corporate DD focuses on risks to the business, ESG DD focuses on risks to others.
ESG DD should be fully
comprehensive:
n

involvement up to and
including board level

n

involvement of group
companies as well as
parents

n

review across all relevant
jurisdictions

Cannot be 'one-size-fits-all'
approach. Depends on:
n

size of company

n

sector and industry

n

supply chain

n

particular project

Supply Chain DD exercise is
a continuous process.
It does not end at collecting
information from the supply
chain, but requires regular
audits, reviews and checks to
ensure policies have been
properly implemented.
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